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Chapter 1537 Samadhi True Fire 

Rumble! 

The moment the dragon and the tiger collided, a powerful shockwave reverberated 
through the air. 

Surprisingly, the golden dragon dissipated from the collision, and the opponent’s sword 
continued charging toward Kai at an incredible speed. 

Bam! 

A deafening sound thundered in the air as Kai’s chest was slashed. 

Not only that, but his body was also sent flying backward. 

However, Gilbert did not stop after landing the attack. He continued charging forward 
while swinging his sword continuously, making swift slashes on Kai’s body. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Blood spurted from Kai’s body as the sword’s blade inflicted wounds on him. 

Soon, his body was covered with injuries. 

A trace of surprise was written all over Kai’s face, for he failed to block off Gilbert’s 
attacks, even with the Power of Dragons circling around his body. 

With his Golem Body broken, there was no way Kai could endure the attacks with just 
his body. 

Seeing the pathetic state Kai was in, Gilbert sneered, “I can’t believe you managed to 
turn Jadeborough’s martial arts world upside down with skills like that. It looks like the 
martial arts world is getting weaker.” 

Kai did not respond. He only gritted his teeth as he slowly got to his feet. 

Since Kai could not defeat Gilbert with his combat skills, he decided to restrain the latter 
using magecraft to create an opportunity for himself to flee using the Necro Ring. 

After that, faint blue flames rose from his body and bloomed on Dragonslayer Sword. 

That was a spiritual fire that was used to create pills. 



“Spiritual Fire Slash!” Kai gathered his aura and swung his sword. 

This time, a roaring fire dragon appeared. After letting out a series of roars, it breathed 
spiritual fire and flew toward Gilbert. 

Seeing that, the latter narrowed his eyes. “You know how to use spiritual fire, huh? 
Impressive…” 

When he finished speaking, Gilbert’s hand trembled slightly while he chanted under his 
breath. Roars of a tiger echoed in the air as a ferocious tiger made from ice appeared 
out of thin air. 

The tiger let out a deafening roar, and columns of water shot into the air. 

After all, water and fire were incompatible with each other. 

“Get lost!” Gilbert bellowed, and the tiger made of ice shot toward the fire dragon. 

Sizzle! Sizzle! Sizzle! 

The sound of flames could be heard. 

Though the fire dragon’s spiritual fire had simmered down a little, it was not completely 
put out. Instead, it went past the icy tiger and charged toward Gilbert. 

“Samadhi true fire?” 

A look of fear flashed across Gilbert’s eyes. 

Before he could even react, the fire had landed and engulfed him, making him suffer 
under the fiery sensation. 

Gilbert was shocked by the experience. Right then, a dark mist emerged from his body, 
condensed, and wrapped around his body like armor. 

He hoped it could extinguish the fire on his body. 

Noting that, Kai hurriedly thrusts his sword, creating a dazzling light that aimed for 
Gilbert. 

If Kai could kill Gilbert with that attack, he could stop running away from the latter. 

“You brat. How dare you try to kill me when you had the chance to run away?” 

Rage surged within Gilbert when he saw Kai seize the opportunity to kill him. 



Gilbert immediately swung his sword, releasing a condensed form of energy that 
charged toward his opponent. 

Despite being burned by the spiritual fire, Gilbert had great perseverance and managed 
to counterattack. 

Boom! 

Both the light and the energy collided with each other so greatly that it caused the hills 
in the distance to rumble. 

The terrifying energy made Kai stumble more than ten meters away, gaining more 
injuries in the process. 

At the same time, the fire on Gilbert was extinguished, and his armor made of the 
condensed black mist was destroyed. 

Although it did not inflict any substantial injuries on him, Gilbert looked equally 
wretched. 

His face was covered in soot, and his clothes were torn in various places. 
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Chapter 1538 Infuriated 

An indescribable glint flashed past Gilbert’s eyes when he saw how terrible he looked. 

The sinister quality of his gaze was sufficient to cause one to shudder. 

“I’m going to make your life a living hell,” he hissed, emanating an aura from his body 
again. 

Kai’s face fell the moment he sensed Gilbert’s aura. He thought he could kill Gilbert with 
one attack. 

Alas, he had underestimated the abilities of a Top Level Martial Arts Marquis. 

Now that he had lost the opportunity to flee, he was beginning to feel regretful. 
At that moment, he could only place his hopes on Arthur’s life-saving charm. 

“Being a Top Level Martial Arts Marquis is indeed powerful, but unfortunately, you’re 
terribly ignorant. Look. You haven’t even advanced to the Greater Martial Arts Marquis 
rank after so many years,” said Kai while panting heavily. He was intentionally angering 
Gilbert, for he knew people made mistakes when incensed. 



Sure enough, Gilbert’s face reddened with anger at Kai’s mockery. 

The truth was, Kai had hit Gilbert’s sore spot, for he was terribly ashamed of not being 
able to advance to Greater Martial Arts Marquis after all those years. 

Hence, it was impossible for Gilbert not to be mad when Kai was blatantly attacking the 
former’s sore spot. 

“You’re asking for it…” 

Suddenly, bursts of brilliant light began to gather in his hands that were holding the tiger 
head sword behind him. 

Even as the light was fusing with Gilbert, he was still chanting under his breath. 

Then, strings of words flashed in the air and shone brilliantly. 

“You’re not the only one who knows magecraft. I’m going to let you have a taste of my 
true power,” said Gilbert. Immediately, the strings of words came together and released 
a dazzling light. 

Not only that, there was a terrifying aura rushing toward Kai. 

The latter furrowed his brows, feeling extremely anxious. 

There was absolutely no chance of him escaping the situation this time. 

Whoosh! 

Not long after, the words formed into a tower and collapsed on Kai. 

Right then, he felt as if the surrounding air froze and that there was a mountain pressing 
on him. 

Cracks began to form on the ground, and his feet started sinking into it. 

Without wasting another second, Kai put away his sword and lifted his palm to the sky, 
which was greeted by a golden light. 

Boom! 

A terrifying energy exploded. 

In that instant, Kai felt his body freeze, followed by total darkness in his vision. 

A sore feeling rushed through his body, making him grit his teeth in pain. 



After what seemed like forever, Kai felt as if he was trapped in a cage and surrounded 
by darkness. 

Even breathing became difficult. 

“Well, I’m surprised you’re still alive.” 

Just then, Gilbert’s voice could be heard from above. 

It was at that moment Kai finally realized the force earlier had shoved him into the earth. 

No wonder everything became dark, and it got hard to breathe. 

At that realization, Kai released some spiritual energy through his feet, allowing him to 
leap out of the ground. 

Kai cast Gilbert a grim look. When the former felt the waves of pain washing over his 
body, he knew his body could not last any longer. 

Thus, Kai felt around his body for the life-saving charm. He planned to use it against 
Gilbert’s next attack so that he could run away. 
Kai had a feeling he would not survive if he continued fighting Gilbert. 
As if sensing Kai’s intention, Gilbert smirked. “Are you trying to run away? Don’t you 
want to avenge your girlfriend?” 

After saying that, a mist of blood surrounded him. 

What was more surprising was that the mist had a familiar aura. 

It belonged to Josephine. 

Kai’s eyes widened with shock, and his face gradually distorted with anger. 

Never did he expect Gilbert to have consumed Josephine’s blood to increase his 
strength. 

“Your girlfriend’s blood is truly the best cultivation resource on earth. It’s a pity that I still 
failed to enter Greater Martial Arts Marquis even after taking so much of it. Tsk. What a 
pity…” Gilbert cast Kai an amused look. This time, it was Kai’s turn to be infuriated. 
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Chapter 1539 Cultivation Level Advancement 

Kai gritted his teeth hard. He knew Gilbert was purposely saying that to provoke him, 
but he could not help himself from getting angry. 



His aura emanated from his body as a murderous intent enveloped him. 

At the same time, Kai stared daggers at Gilbert, looking as if he badly wanted to bite the 
latter’s head off. 

Gilbert smirked evilly. “Don’t look at me like that. Just kill me if you have the capabilities. 
If you don’t, I’ll keep feeding on your girlfriend’s blood. Who knows, I might—” 

“Go to hell!” 

Kai was officially infuriated. 

At that moment, he had dismissed his plan to flee. 

Seeing Kai flushed with anger put a smile on Gilbert’s face. 

Meanwhile, Kai’s body glowed with a faint golden light, like a shooting star, while 
charging toward Gilbert. 

Nonetheless, Gilbert calmly slid his right hand over his chest, and a ray of light was 
instantly condensed. 

Bang! 

Gilbert swung his fist and landed it on Kai’s chest, activating the life-saving charm on 
the latter’s body. 

To Gilbert’s surprise, the life-saving charm released a red light, and a massive force 
sent Gilbert flying backward. 

At the same time, Kai collapsed to the ground. By the time he glanced at his chest, the 
charm had already turned into ashes. 

That was when Kai knew he would have died from Gilbert’s attack if not for the life-
saving charm. 

Rising to his feet, Gilbert wiped off the blood from the corner of his mouth. “That’s an 
impressive life-saving charm. Well, let’s see what you are going to use next to save 
yourself.” 

With every step Gilbert took toward Kai, his aura increased in intensity and brought a 
strong, oppressive force upon the latter. 

Knowing it was pointless fighting against Gilbert with his current abilities, Kai slowly got 
up and took a deep breath before saying firmly, “It’s time to go all out.” 



With that, Kai bit the tip of his tongue and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

The blood mist was then absorbed by his body, which rapidly intensified his aura. 

While his cultivation level was rapidly increasing, the golden glow around him radiated 
brighter, and his Golem Body activated again. 
“You’re burning your blood essence? It seems like your girlfriend is really important to 
you.” Gilbert narrowed his eyes. 

He was well aware of the consequences of burning one’s own blood essence. A 
person’s cultivation would be affected in the future if he or she used their blood essence 
to forcefully improve their cultivation level. And once the blood essence was used up, 
the person would be basically useless. They could not cultivate anymore. 

Never in Gilbert’s wildest imagination did he think Kai would be so infuriated by the 
former’s words and would risk it all by using the blood essence. 

Regardless, Gilbert was not afraid. Even if Kai burned his blood essence and forcefully 
improved his cultivation level, his abilities were still nowhere near Gilbert’s. 

After all, Gilbert was a Top Level Martial Arts Marquis, a level Kai could not compare 
with. 

“Go to h*ll!” Kai bellowed. His eyes glinted, and a golden light surrounded his fists. 

“Sacred Light Fist!” 

A huge gust of wind formed, and a deathly aura hurtled straight toward Gilbert. 

At the same time, cracks formed beneath Kai’s feet, spreading about ten meters. 

Clearly, Kai had used up all his spiritual energy on that punch. 

The smile on Gilbert’s face froze and was replaced by a grim expression. 

Following that, he let out a yell and ran forward to throw Kai a punch. 

Bam! 

The moment Sacred Light Fist collided with Gilbert’s aura, rumbling sounds came from 
the mountains and rocks, and they began shattering. 

As dust rose into the sky, the earth tremored uncontrollably. 

Gilbert staggered a few steps back from the tremor. Kai’s cultivation level has improved 
tremendously. 



Before the dust had even dissipated, Kai suddenly emerged from the dust with his fist 
glowing brilliantly. 

Taken aback, Gilbert hurriedly raised his hand to create a shield, which, unfortunately, 
broke, and Kai successfully landed a powerful punch on the former’s chest. 
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Chapter 1540 You Are Afraid Of Me 

Gilbert’s body flew backward and crashed into the hill not far away, causing the mound to 

tremble. 

Glaring at Kai, Gilbert remarked, “I didn’t expect your abilities to improve so much after 

burning your blood essence. It’s a pity that your blood essence won’t last long. You’ll be 

reduced to a useless person who’ll be at anyone’s mercy in fifteen minutes, at most.” 

“Fifteen minutes is enough for me to kill you.” 

Kai’s murderous intent was written all over his face. Since I’ve decided to burn my blood 

essence, I have to kill Gilbert. 

“Hahaha! Don’t you think you’re a little overconfident? How could you compare to me, even 

if you’ve burned your blood essence? Hmph. You’re too full of yourself for a punk.” Gilbert 

roared with laughter, his eyes filled with mockery. 

Nonetheless, Kai paid no heed to Gilbert’s provocations. After all, the former could not 

afford to waste a single second when he had little time remaining. 

Suddenly, the ground beneath Kai shook, and his body shot forward like an arrow toward 

Gilbert. 

The fist that radiated a golden glow flew forward with force so great that it could decimate 

everything before it. 

Gilbert’s face turned stony instantly, and he vanished from his spot, causing Kai’s fist to 

crash into the hill. 
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Rumble! 

The whole hill shook. Rocks flew, and cracks formed on the mound like a volcanic eruption. 

Kai’s brows knitted together as a sullen expression formed on his face. 

If Gilbert keeps avoiding me instead of fighting me head-on, I’ll seriously become a useless 

person when my time is up. 

“Are you afraid of me?” Kai provoked. 

Gilbert sneered, “Afraid of you? As I’ve said, you’re not worth being compared to me, even if 

you burn your blood essence to forcefully improve your cultivation level.” 

“If that’s the case, why are you avoiding me?” Kai asked coldly. 

“I know you’re just provoking me, but you know what? I’m going to give you a chance. I’m 

going to make you admit defeat.” 

With that, Gilbert’s aura surrounded him. 

At the same time, Kai felt anger surge within him. After letting out a roar, a hint of redness 

appeared in the golden glow around him. 

Seeing that, Gilbert felt more determined to win the fight, and his aura raged. 

“Bring it on!” Gilbert roared. With that, he swung his fist, making the wind howl with the 

speed. 

Kai, too, followed suit with no hesitation. 

With that, the wind howled louder. 

Soon, the duo got into a fight head-on. 

Knowing he was running out of time, Kai went all out with every punch he threw. 

In the blink of an eye, the two had exchanged dozens of blows. 



The more Gilbert fought, the more afraid he was, for he never expected Kai to have such 

terrifying strength. 

On top of that, Kai’s body was unusually strong, and he fought fearlessly. 

When the glow around Gilbert’s body began to dim, a look of shock started filling his eyes. 

However, Gilbert was not afraid. At worst, he would buy himself time at his own speed. 

Once Kai’s time was up, he would become totally useless. 

“Go to h*ll!” 

As soon as Kai threw out a punch, light spilled out, and a golden dragon ran through 

Gilbert’s body. 

Gilbert was shocked, and he stumbled a few steps backward. At that moment, he felt a 

terrifying power spread all over his body. 

Suddenly, Gilbert grunted as a wound appeared in his chest, and blood flowed out, staining 

the ground. 

Rage flooded Gilbert’s gaze when he lowered his head to glance at his wounded body. 

“You’re quite impressive for being able to injure me like this.” 

When he finished saying that, a dark mist shrouded him, condensed at his wound, and 

finally healed it. 

In the meantime, Kai’s brows were knitted into a tight frown. He never expected the attack 

to still fail in killing Gilbert. 

Top Level Martial Arts Marquises truly cannot be underestimated. 

“Again!” Kai bellowed, his fighting spirit surging. 

With that, he flew toward Gilbert in a flash. 



However, Gilbert kept moving backward, intentionally avoiding Kai’s attack. 

 


